
LIBERTY DUAL GLASS
Wireless charger with 16 coils

REF : ZE-ZEDC09G-00

EAN : 7438222410490

EXISTS IN : BLACK

DESCRIPTION :

Most wireless chargers have just one coil in the center of each charging area. This small ‘sweet spot’ requires accurate

positioning with the risk of waking up to a phone with an almost empty battery. The Liberty solves this problem with its

maximized active charging area, making wireless charging ever more convenient and truly effortless.

Liberty Wireless Charger: Glass Edition

Ever wondered what’s under the hood? This limited edition has a see-through tempered glass surface to reveal the inside of

the wireless charger. You will be able to see the 16 charging coils seamlessly working together to make sure your devices

regain their power quickly.

Perfect match

Use the Liberty to its full potential by combining it with the Apple Watch USB-stick and recharge your Apple Watch in sleep

mode.

STRENGTHS :

Glass surface revealing the inside technology

16 charging coils for freedom of placement

Wirelessly charges two devices simultaneously

30W output (2x15W) with Apple and Samsung Fast Charge

Built-in USB-A port to charge a third device

CHARACTERISTICS :

Model number: ZEDC09G/00



Type: dual wireless charger

Charges:2 devices wirelessly, extra device through built-in USB port

Output:30W (2 x 15W)

Fast Charge:Apple & Samsung Fast Charge

USB-port: built-in USB-A port to charge third device

Design: 16 overlapping charging coils for freedom of placement

Product material: glass surface and aluminium body

Compatibility (charging surface): works with all devices that support Qi wireless charging

Compatibility (USB-port): works with all USB-A powered devices

Case friendly: works with most lightweight cases (< 3 mm)

Certification: Qi certified

Product dimensions (LxWxH): 22,4 x 13,3 x 1,6 cm

Product net weight: 790 gr

Power supply: braided USB-C cable with 60W USB-C PD adapter (EU/UK/US)

Power supply cable length: 1.5 m

COMPATIBILITY :

Smartphone, iPhone 12 and later, Apple Watch all models , Certified Qi


